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Preface
The Auditor General of Pakistan has initiated wide ranging reforms in Public Sector Auditing
primarily through the implementation of Project to Improve Financial Reporting and Auditing
(PIFRA). Under this project, SAP/R3 has been implemented in the Federal, Provincial and
District Governments for budgeting, accounting and reporting. Moreover, a large number of
commercial entities within the public sector have also implemented Computerized Accounting
System for storing and recording the data. In order to cater for the auditing requirements of such
diverse clientele, use of the Computer Assisted Audit Tools & Techniques (CAATTS) cannot be
over emphasized. The Audit Command Language (ACL) can read data from divergent platforms
and analysis of large volumes of data which foster efficiency and effectiveness of the audit
processes.

Though Standard Manuals were available but there was an increasing demand from the field
auditors for developing user friendly tailor-made guidelines for data extraction from divergent
platforms. Responding to the need, the officers of the Department of the Auditor General of
Pakistan (DAGP) have developed guidelines on Data Extraction from Divergent Platforms by
using in-house expertise. These guidelines cover to import divergent data formats such as
Delimited text file (*.txt), Flat file (*.fil), Ms-Excel file (*.xlsx), Ms-Access file (*.accdb), dBase file (*.dbf),
Oracle file (*.dmp), COBOL File (*.cob) and XML file (*.xml) into ACL.

I sincerely believe that the step by step guidance provided in these guidelines and the use of the
extensive screen shots will go a long way in assisting the auditors to import the data from
divergent platforms even with no prior experience in using the ACL.

(Tanweer Ahmed)
DAG (AP&SS)
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Purpose of the Manual
The purpose of this manual is to familiarize the auditors regarding import of different types of
data format from divergent platforms into Audit Command Language (ACL).
The manual is divided into two chapters viz-a-viz Direct Access and Import and Copy. Chapter 1
covers Direct Access which is further sub-divided into three methods such as Automatic Layout,
Manual Layout and External Definition Layout. Chapter 2 covers Import and Copy which is
further sub divided into two methods such as Automatic Layout and Manual Layout.
The manual provides step by step guidance of the data formats such as Delimited text file
(*.txt), Flat file (*.fil), Ms-Excel file (*.xlsx), Ms-Access file (*.accdb), dBase file (*.dbf), Oracle
file (*.dmp), COBOL File (*.cob) and XML file (*.xml) to import into ACL. Sufficient and simple
screen shots have been provided at each and every level to assist the field auditors for better
understanding and effective use of this manual.
However, the auditors are encouraged to use the manual as a guideline and develop expertise
by working in different scenarios by using different data formats from divergent platforms that
could meet their audit needs.
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Who are the users of the guidelines?
Following is the list of Field Audit Offices in which entity can provide the soft data to the
auditors against their requisition letter or the auditors can download/extract the data from the
entity’s system (whatever the platform of the entity’s system).
1. The Director General, Federal Government, Islamabad.
2. The Director General, Foreign Audit, Islamabad.
3. The Director General, ERRA, Islamabad.
4. The Director General, Works Federal, Islamabad.
5. The Director General, Audit, Defense Services, Rawalpindi.
6. The Director, Zakat Audit, Islamabad.
7. The Director General, District Audit, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar.
8. The Director General, Provincial Audit, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar.
9. The Director General, District Audit, Balochistan, Quetta.
10. The Director General, Provincial Audit, Balochistan, Quetta.
11. The Director General, Provincial Audit, Sindh, Karachi.
12. The Director General, District Audit, Sindh, Karachi.
13. The Director General, Commercial Audit & Evaluation, Sindh, Karachi.
14. The Director General, Revenue Receipt Audit, Sindh, Karachi.
15. The Director General, Defense Services Audit (South), Sindh, Karachi.
16. The Director General, Audit, Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK).
17. The Director General, Provincial Audit, Punjab.
18. The Director General, Audit (North), Punjab.
19. The Director General, Audit (South), Punjab.
20. The Director General, District Audit (South), Punjab.
21. The Director General, Audit, WAPDA, Lahore.
22. The Director General, Audit Works, Lahore.
23. The Director General, Audit Railway, Lahore.
24. The Director General, Audit, Income Tax, Lahore.
25. The Director General, Commercial Audit & Evaluation (North), Lahore.
26. The Director General, Revenue Receipt Audit (North), Lahore.
27. The Director General, PT&T, Lahore.
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What is Concepts of data?
Data
Data is a representation of information in a formalized manner suitable for communication,
interpretation, or processing. For example, the following names are data:
Khurram Khan
Muhammad Yousuf
Salim Khan
Another example of data is the salary of an employee, such as the monthly salary of the
employee is:
Rs. 40000
A third example of data is a date:
11/27/1976
All of these examples are data because they are all a representation of information.

Data concepts
When working with data, you need to understand the following three concepts:
Files
Records
Fields

Data Files
A data file is composed of a number of smaller units, called records and fields. For example, a
payroll of the employees is like a file in that it contains a collection of data: personnel no,
employee name, data of birth, Designation, Cost Centre, salary amount of a particular
department.
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The above mentioned example can be display in a table.
Personnel No

Employee

Date of Birth

Designation

Cost Centre

Salary

27-11-1976

Audit Officer

ID0007

30000

11-03-1967

Director

ID0007

50000

07-06-1977

Deputy

ID0007

40000

Name
50012345

Khurram
Khan

50012346

Muhammad
Yousuf

50012347

Hassan Kazmi

Director

Records
A Record is a collection of related information grouped for processing or each row of data in a
file is a record. In our example each personnel No, Employee Name, Date of Birth, Cost Centre,
Designation and Salary Amount is a record.
50012345

Khurram

27-11-1976

Audit Officer

ID0007

30000

Khan

Fields
A field is an area in a record where a particular class of data is stored or each column of data in
a file is a field. In our example there are six fields or columns which represent the payroll of the
employee but here we shown one field such as personnel No for the guidance of the users. This
personnel no is called a Field or Column.
Personnel No
50012345
50012346
50012347
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Character Sets
Generally there are two character sets used by computers such as EBCDIC and ASCII. Data files
typically contain data that has been entered in one of these character sets. Regardless of the
mentioned below character sets, ACL can read, analyze and compare data.

EBCDIC
EBCDIC is acronym for Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code. EBCDIC character set
is used by IBM based mainframe and minicomputers.

ASCII
ASCII is acronym for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. This character set is
used by desktop and laptop PCs, and by any non-IBM based mainframe and minicomputer.
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What kind of data ACL can read?
You can use ACL to analyze virtually any kind of data.

CR files
CR files have a carriage return (CR) to mark the end of each record. ACL treats these files
the same as CR/LF files. This is the standard means of separating line files on Macintoshcompatible computers.

CR/LF files
These files are usually plain ASCII text, containing printable information such as reports
or text.
o
o
o

Carriage return (CR) and line feed (LF) characters indicate the end of a record.
The Hex value of a CR/LF combination is 0D0A.
ACL detects CR/LF files automatically.

Data sources with file layout
Modern databases can provide information about their own file layout. ACL
automatically recognizes the file layouts of formats such as:
o
o
o
o
o

dBASE
ABAP query results
DB2
IMS
ODBC-compliant databases (such as Access, Excel, Oracle, and Paradox)

DATA SOURCES WITHOUT FILE LAYOUT
These files contain data records only and do not contain file layout information:
o
o
o

Report files, such as spool files, or print files
Log files, such as security log files, or internet log files
“Legacy” files from some older database systems
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You can obtain file layout information from the system administrator when you request
data. These file layouts include:
o
o
o

AS/400 FDF
COBOL copybook
PL/1

Databases
Most relational databases have complex internal structures that make them difficult to
access. ACL offers several methods:
Access ODBC-compliant data sources directly from ACL. You can access most
modern databases through ODBC.
Export the data to a personal computer dBASE file with a dbf extension, then
analyze the file using ACL.
Use ACL Server Edition software to access various databases directly.

Delimited files
Many data files contain fields that do not have a fixed position in a record. Instead, each
field is separated from the others by a field separator character, such as a comma.
These files are called delimited files.

FIXED LENGTH FILES
This is the most common file structure. Fixed-length files contain records of a
determinate length. Generally, there is only one type of record with fields in a fixed
position. ACL analyzes fixed-length files automatically, and provides the record length
and character set.

Flat files
Files that store information in records and fields are sometimes called flat files, because
the information is arranged in a simple two-dimensional matrix, like a table. Examples of
flat files include reports and delimited files. Although they are easy to use, flat files are
not an efficient format for storing large quantities of data. Only a small percentage of
data is stored in this format.

Hierarchical and relational databases
Most databases store information in hierarchical or relational structures rather than as
flat files because they are more efficient for storing information.
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Hierarchical databases group records in such a way that their relationships form
a tree-like structure. Individual records are not necessarily contained in the same
file.
Relational databases save space by storing common information in one table,
and detail information in other related tables. A request for information from
the database returns a table-like view that contains information assembled on
demand from related fields in related tables in the database.

Report files
ACL can read information stored as a printed report. This technique opens up almost
any data for independent analysis using ACL. In a stand-alone environment, you can
save printer text to a disk file. In a mainframe environment, files are typically spooled
before printing. Copy the spool file before it is deleted.

Segmented files
Records in segmented files typically contain a consistent number of unique fields
followed by sets of repeating fields called segments, or buckets. In a variable-length
segmented file the number of repeating segments can vary. Segmented files are
sometimes called bucketed files.

Variable-length files
To save space, many IBM mainframe computers use variable-length records to store
numerous record types in one file. Each record type can have a different length, and each
record can have its own length.
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Elements associated with a project
An ACL project is used to store and organize your analytical work. An ACL project can include
tables, scripts, logs, workspaces and folders.

Tables
A table is the combination of a table layout and the data source to which the table layout is
linked. The data in a table is presented in a view.

Data Source
A data source provides the data that populates a table. Every table layout is linked directly to an
original data source or to a copy of the data. The data source does not reside in the project.

Table Layout
A table layout contains everything needed to read a data file, including media and file type,
record length, and field definition.

View
A view is the visual presentation of a table. A table can have more than one view, letting you
create different presentations by reformatting the data.

Scripts
A script is a series of ACL commands that can be executed repeatedly within your project.
Almost all commands can be executed in a script. Scripts can be designed to run automatically
or to prompt the user for input.

Log
ACL automatically creates a log when you create an ACL project. The log is an audit trail,
recording the commands and results from your analysis. This trail lets you retrace your steps
and reproduce results without always having to save your work. The log is also an excellent
resource for generating reports at the conclusion of your analysis.
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Workspaces
A workspace is a set of field definition that has been saved for reuse with other tables. When a
workspace is activated, the field definitions within it are available for use with the active table.
Workspaces let you maintain and reuse definitions of physical fields, computed fields, and
filters, so you do not have to define these elements more than one time.

Folders
Folders are used to organize your work in an ACL project. ACL folders are similar to Windows
folders.
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DATA ACCESS
When the data has been made available in a usable format, you can begin the process of
accessing it with ACL. ACL reads divergent file types in divergent ways and with varying degree
of automation. Data from newer technologies requires less manual processing than data from
legacy system.
There are two methods that ACL uses to accesses data:

1)

Direct Access

ACL reads the data directly from the source in its native format without creating a copy of the
data. With direct access ACL creates tables with varying degrees of automation depending on
how much layout information the source contains. ACL populates tables with data read directly
from the source.
Direct Access is further sub-divided into three methods.
a) Direct Access, Automatic Layout.
b) Direct Access, Manual Layout.
c) Direct Access, External definition.

2)

Import and Copy

ACL imports the data as a flat file and copies it to a local drive. Details on the organization and
structure of the data are maintained together with the information. ACL reads the structure to
define the layout.
Import and Copy is further sub-divided into two methods.
a) Import and Copy, Automatic Layout.
b) Import and Copy, Manual Layout.
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Direct ACCESS
Direct Access has further sub-divided into three methods.

1) Method 1
Direct Access, Automatic Layout

2) Method 2
Direct Access, Manual Layout

3) Method 3
Direct Access, External Definition
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DIRECT ACCESS, AUTOMATIC LAYOUT
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Introduction:
Layout

Direct

Access,

Automatic

The information needed to build the table layout is provided automatically with the data. On
the PC platform, ACL can access dBASE and ACCPAC files. On the OS/390 platform, the ACL
Server Edition can access DB2, IMS and VSAM.
On the PC, ACL can access dBase data files with a dbf extension. ACL reads the source data, and
obtain the record layout information automatically from the file.
To access data by this method:
You locate the data source when ACL prompts you.
ACL creates a table automatically. The table reads the data source directly.
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dBase Origins
The original developer of dBase was C.Wayne Ratliff. In 1978, while working as a contractor at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Ratliff wrote a database program he called “Vulcan” (after Mr.
Spock’s race and homeworld on Strar Trek) to help him win the office football pool. Written for
his kit-built IMSAI 8080 microcomputer running PTDOS, he based the program on JPLDIS (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory Display Information System), a mainframe (UNIVAC 1108) database
product developed by JPL’s Jeb Long and Jack Hatfield.
According to Ratliff, the language in JPLDIS was a simple, command driven language intended
for interactive use on printing terminals. There is some evidence that JPLDIS was influenced by
Tymshare Corporation’s mainframe database product called RETRIEVE.
In early 1980, George Tate, of Ashton-Tate, entered into a marketing agreement with Ratliff.
Vulcan was renamed dBase II, and the software quickly became a huge success. Subsequent
versions with additional features are known as dBase III, dBase III+, and dBase IV, all of which
were owned and developed by Borland Corporation (now Inprise), but were sold to dBase Inc.
in March, 1999.
The current version for Windows 95 and higher is dBase plus, which is available with a twelvemonth on line upgrade, fixes and updates. The program CD also includes older versions of
dBase: dBase 5.0 for DOS; and the 16 bit version, Visual dBase 5.7 for Windows.
The dBase format for storing data has become a de-facto standard, and is supported by nearly
all database management and spreadsheet systems. Even systems that do not use the dBase
format internally are able to import and export data in dBase format.
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How to import dBase File Format into ACL?
ACL automatically detects the dBASE compatible file format in the Data Definition Wizard and
creates a Table/Table Layout for you. Many applications allow you to export data to the dBASE
file format making this the easiest way to access data from a variety of sources. All Dbase
record layouts contain a field called Record_Deleted. ACL automatically creates this field but it
can be safely deleted.

Methods to Import dBase compatible file into ACL
There are three methods to Import dBase compatible file into ACL.
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1)

By using Data Definition Wizard

Annotate
1.
Install ACL Desktop Version 9.1 on the computer. For this consult your respective ACL
Master Trainer of Audit Component.
2.
Start the application and you will be taken to the welcome screen of ACL.
3.
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the ACL is divided into three parts
a.
Project Navigator
i. Overview
ii. Log
b.
Welcome Screen
i. ACL Projects
ii. Recent Projects
iii. Useful Related Links
c.
Status Bar
Status Bar shows the information like Name of table, Number of Records and
Global Filter.
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Annotate
1. To import the dBase-III file into ACL the user first prepares a Project. The step for
initiating a Project is as follows:
File -> New -> Project
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Annotate
1.

2.

A dialog box appears: “Save New Project As”
It is more appropriate to create the folder of a specific project in which all project files
shall be saved. As an example “Data_Import_ACL” is created.
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Annotate
1. Double Click the Folder “Data_Import_ACL and then write a Project file Name
“ACL_Data_Import”.
2. Click the “Save” button.
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Annotate
1.

2.
3.

In “Project Navigator” a Project with the name “ACL_Data_Import” is created.
When you save the project the Data Definition Wizard, as shown above, automatically
appears.
Click “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

The screen appears “Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”.
Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
a. Disk
b. ODBC – Open Database Connectivity
c. External Definition – used for mainframe computers or legacy systems
The user has to specify the data source. Generally the data source is “Disk” especially
when we are defining the data in “dBase III File”.
Select “Disk” radio button.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.

The dialog box “Select File to Define” is opened.

2.

Select the file name “CHECKWISE_PAYMENT.DBF” in the defined path i.e.
“C:\yousuf_data\Guidelines on dbase file\CHECKWISE_PAYMENT.DBF”.

3.

Click “Open” to continue.
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Annotate
1. The next screen in Data Definition Wizard appears in which the user identifies the “File
Format”. We have saved our data from dBase III file and therefore we select “.dbf
format data”.
2. ACL Data Definition Wizard automatically identifies the format and selects the radio
button of “dBase compatible file”. However, before continuing to the next screen you
need to make sure that you have selected the right format otherwise the setup will not
continue.
3. Click “Next” to continue the next screen.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box “Data Definition Wizard: Final” is opened.
2. This screen shows the “value” and “definition” on the screen.
3. The “Data Definition Wizard: Final” dialog box shows the table layout, data source file,
Character set, Record Length, Skip Length and Number of Fields.
4. Click on “Finish”.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box “Table Untitled Changed, save as:” is opened.
2. The user has the option to “save” the table with a different name but if doesn’t change
the name of the “table” then press “OK”.
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Annotate
1. Now the “CHECKWISE_PAYMENT” has imported into ACL.
2. Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “ACL_Data_Import.ACL”.
a. Under the name of the Project the user has a table name
“CHECKWISE_PAYMENT”.
b. Under the name of the Project a “Log File” with the name “ACL_Data_Imports”.
3. Status bar shows the following details such as:
a. Name of the table: “CHECKWISE_PAYMENT”
b. Number of Records: “178,316 Records”.
4. “CHECKWISE_PAYMENT” with the identified “fields” is shown in the “Welcome Screen”.
5. Now place your table “CHECKWISE_PAYMENT” in an organized way in the shape of
folder in which all related work of the above mentioned table is stored. The method to
make a “Folder” is as below:
FileNewFolder”Import_dbf_format”.
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2)

By using menu bar

Annotate
a. DataExternal DataDiskSelect File to Define.
b. The remaining steps are the same as discussed in the above mentioned at serial no.
1 (By Using Data Definition Wizard)
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3)

By using Command Line

You can also open .dbf format dBase file directly from the command Line without
using the Data Definition Wizard. This will explain with the help of following screen shots.

Annotate
1. Select “Window bar” by using the Menu bar.
2. Click on “Show command Line”.
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Annotate
1. A “Command Line” dialog box appears above the Welcome screen.
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Annotate
1. In Command Line type the name of the dBase III table such as “open
Acc_Receivables.dbf”.
2. Click on “Enter” from the keyboard.
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Annotate
1. “Locate Data File ‘Acc_Receivables.dbf’” dialog box appears. Find the place where your
file resides in and then select the file and Click on “Open” button.
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Annotate
1. A table with the name “Acc_Receivables” appears in the welcome screen to view the
information about the table.
2. All dBase record layouts contain a field called “Record_Deleted”. ACL automatically
creates this field but it can be safely deleted.
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DIRECT ACCESS, MANUAL LAYOUT
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Introduction: Direct Access, Manual Layout
ACL can read any flat file, including data from older mainframe systems, telephone and internet
logs. These files do not contain table layout information, so the user must provide the
information to ACL.
ACL can read any flat, sequential data directly, including legacy data from older mainframe
systems, text files, telephone, internet logs and so on. But because the source contains no
record layout information, you must provide this information before ACL can read a data.

To access data by this method:
You obtain a copy of the record layout information.
You locate the data source in the appropriate screen.
You provide the record layout information when ACL prompts you.
ACL creates a table based on your definition. The table reads the data source directly.
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Flat Files
In a flat file, the data is arranged in rows, in the same order on each row. Examples of flat files
include Microsoft Word documents that have been saved as “text only” and delimited text files.
Unlike a relational database, a flat file contains no linkages or relationships to other files. When
ACL accesses relational databases or data with multiple record-types, ACL converts and saves
the data as records and fields in an ACL table – a process referred to as "flattening".
For example, print-image files (also known as report files) often have information structured
hierarchically: headings usually contain information that applies in some way to the text that
follows. In flattening a print-image file, you convert this relatively complicated relationship into
simple rows of data where information from the heading appears on each line that it applies to.
When you create a table from such a file in ACL, you need to explicitly identify which portions
of the file contain information belonging to a data record, as well as which portions of a header
(if any) should be included in each record as a field. Header information that applies to a
number of records is repeated in each record as a field.
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How to import Flat Files into ACL?
You can create tables manually, defining the fields one at a time. You do not have to define all
the data fields during one session. You can define only the fields you need at first, and define
additional fields later if you need them. You also need to examine the data file, or a record
layout, to identify the following information about the source data:
Record length
Field names
Start position and length of each field
Data type for each field
Number of decimals for numeric fields
Input date formats for date fields
To create a table layout manually follows the screenshots which are mentioned below:

Annotate
1. When you already made a Project and you want to import different kinds of table in it
then open ACL Desktop edition from your shortcut desktop icon. Then in “Recent
Project” open the Project which name is “ACL_Data_Imports”.
2. Now it’s time to open the table from Menu Bar. The steps for creating flat files into ACL
from the menu bar is as follows:
FileNew Table
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Annotate
1. In “Project Navigator” a Project with the name “ACL_Data_Import” is appeared by
selecting from the list of “Recent Project” of Welcome Screen.
2. When you select the path: FileNew Table, the Data Definition Wizard, as shown
above, is appeared.
3. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The screen appears “Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”.
Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
a. Disk
b. ODBC – Open Database Connectivity
c. External Definition – used for mainframe computers or legacy systems
The user has to specify the data source. Generally the data source is “Disk” especially
when we are defining the data in “Flat File”.
Select “Disk” radio button.
Select “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
2.

The dialog box “Select File to Define” is opened.
Select the file name “payroll_bannu_fil.fil” in the defined path i.e.
“C:\ACL_Data\ACL105Foundation\payroll_bannu_fil.fil”.

3.

Click on “Open” to continue.

1.
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard- Character Set” dialog box appears which automatically
select the radio button of “ASCII character set”. ASCII refers to data that has been
encoded according to the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII).
It is the native character set of most minicomputers and all personal computers.
2. Click on “Next”.
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard- File Format” dialog box appears which automatically
select the “Other format” radio button.
2. Click on “Next”
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard-File Properties” dialog box appears which identify the file
properties for you. The Data Definition Wizard automatically selects the “Fixed Length”
radio button and also calculates the “Record Length” of the table which is “95”.
2. Click on “Next” because your data is vertically aligned.
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard- File Type” dialog box appears which automatically select
the “Data File (Single Record Type)” radio button.
2. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Manual Table Layout provided by entity:
Suppose below is the manual table layout of the “payroll bannu data” which is provided by the entity to
the auditors.

File
'payroll_bannu_fil.fil'
The record length is 95
Fields
Name

Type Start Length Decimals

Field explanation

app_date

DATE 1

10

PICTURE "YYYY-MM-DD"

birth_date

DATE 11

10

PICTURE "YYYY-MM-DD"

cost_centre

ASCII 21

6

emp_name

ASCII 27

28

pers_no

PRINT 55

6

0

Total

PRINT 61

6

0

Wage_Type

PRINT 67

4

0

Wage_Type_desc ASCII 71

25
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard- Identify Fields” dialog box appears. The Wizard has tried
to identify all the fields in your data. You can perform three kind of activities which are as
follows:
Create:
To create a field separator, you first note the starting position of
each field which is separated through lines as shown on above figure. According to your
manual table layout which is given by the entity to you i.e. “App_date” has started
position is 1 and the character length is 10 bytes. So we notice that the “separator line”
is placed correctly. But there is some problem in between total and wage type fields.
The problem is that on 67 bytes position there is no separate line. Click on 67 bytes and
a separate line is created between Total and Wage Type.
Delete:
To delete a separator, click on an existing line. As shown in the
above diagram, the starting position of “Cost_Centre” is 21 bytes and the character
length is 6 bytes but there is a separate line on after first two character of Cost_Centre.
Delete the Separate line by just clicking the pointer of your mouse.
Move:
To move a separator, click on line and drag it to the desired
position.
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Annotate
1. The “Data Defintion Wizard- Identify Fields” dialog box shows the exact separator lines
of the fields as mentioned in the manual table layout as given by the entity.
2. The Record Length is 95.
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard- Edit Field Properties” dialog box appears. The dialog box shows
following information such as
a. Ignore this field
b. Name of the field
c. Column Title
d. Type
e. Value
f. Format
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Annotate
1. Now write down the app_date, birth_date, cost_centre, emp_name, pers_no, Total,
Wage Type and Wage_type_desc and data types as a field names which is mentioned in
your manual table layout provided by the entity.
2. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard- Final” dialog box appears which shows the structure of
your table layout by showing the following information such as
i. Table Data Source File
ii. Character Set
iii. Record Length
iv. Skip Length
v. Number of Fields
vi. Data Types
2. Click on “Finish”.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box “Table Untitled Changed, save as:” is opened.
2. The user has the option to “save” the table with a different name but if doesn’t change
the name of the “table” then press “OK”.
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Annotate
1. Now the “payroll_bannu_fil” has imported into ACL.
2. Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “ACL_Data_Import.ACL”.
a. Under the name of the Project the user has a table name “payroll_bannu_fil”.
b. Under the name of the Project a “Log File” with the name “ACL_Data_Imports”.
3. Status bar shows the following details such as:
a. Name of the table: “payroll_bannu_fil”
b. Number of Records: “37,095 Records”.
4. “payroll_bannu_fil” with the identified “fields” is shown in the “Welcome Screen”.
5. Now place your table “payroll_bannu_fil” in an organized way in the shape of “folder”
in which all related work of the above mentioned table is stored. The method to make a
“Folder” is as below:
FileNewFolder”Import_Fil_format.
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DIRECT ACCESS, EXTERNAL
DEFINITION
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Introduction:
Definition

Direct

Access,

External

On some platform, record layout information is available in a reference file, separate from the
flat file that contains the data. ACL can read COBOL copybooks, PL/1 copybooks and AS/400 FDF
Definition files.

To access data by this method:
You locate the definition file when ACL prompts you.
ACL converts the definition to a file.
You link the table to the source when ACL prompts you.
The table reads the data source directly.
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COBOL
COBOL is acronym of Common Business Oriented Language. It developed from the 1959
Conference on Data Systems Languages, a joint initiative between the U.S. government and the
private sector. COBOL was created to fulfill two major objectives: portability (ability of
programs to be run with minimum modification on computers from different manufacturers)
and readability (ease with which a program can be read like ordinary English). It ceased to be
widely used in the 1990s.

How do I use a COBOL copybook with ACL?
This involves a process of converting the Copybook to an ACL Table Layout and then linking this
converted table layout to its source data file. First you must ensure that you have the
Copybook in an ASCII format and that the source data file has been downloaded in its native
state without any conversion. These are the two requirements, which can be handled by your
Information System (IS) department. Converting the Copybook is done through the Data
Definition Wizard.
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How to import COBOL Data Format into ACL?

Annotate
1. When you already made a Project and you want to import different kinds of table in it
then open ACL Desktop edition from your shortcut desktop icon. Then in “Recent
Project” open the Project which name is “ACL_Data_Imports”.
2. Now it’s time to open the table from Menu Bar. The steps for creating COBOL files into
ACL from the menu bar is as follows:
FileNew Table
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Annotate
1. In “Project Navigator” a Project with the name “ACL_Data_Import” is appeared by
selecting from the list of “Recent Project” of Welcome Screen.
2. Now you can import the table or data into ACL as shown in above mentioned
screenshot.
3. When you select the path: FileNew Table, the “Data Definition Wizard”, as shown
above, is appeared.
4. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.

2.

3.
4.

The screen appears “Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”.
Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
a. Disk
b. ODBC – Open Database Connectivity
c. External Definition – used for mainframe computers or legacy systems
The user has to specify the data source. Select “External Definition” radio button.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box appears “Data Definition Wizard- Select External Definition Source”.
2. Select the source of data; In this case we have COBOL data so select the “COBOL” radio
button.
3. Click on “Next”.
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Annotate
1. “Select File to Convert” dialog box appears. Find the location where your external
definition i.e. “Payroll.cob” and data file i.e. “Payroll” resides in your hard disk.
2. First select the external definition file name i.e. “Payroll.cob” and Click on “open”
button.
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Annotate
1. “Data Definition Wizard- Select External Definition(s)” dialog box appears. In external
definition you see the path of your “COBOL copybook definition file” such as
“C:\Users\khurram khan\Desktop\yousuf_data_formats\COBOL\Payroll.cob”.
2. The copybook definition “payroll.cob” also appeared on the “Selected Definition” list
box on the “right side” of the current dialog box.
3. Click on “Next” button to continue.
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Annotate
1. “Data Definition Wizard- Select Conversion Properties” dialog box appears.
2. Click on “Next” the wizard will attempt to convert your file.
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard- Final” dialog box appears which shows the structure of
your table layout by showing the following information such as
i. Table Data Source File
ii. Character Set
iii. Record Length
iv. Skip Length
v. Number of Fields
vi. Data Types
2. Click on “Finish”.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box “Table Untitled Changed, save as:” is opened.
2. The user has the option to “save” the table with a different name but if doesn’t change
the name of the “table” then Click on “OK”.
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Annotate
1. “Select File” dialog box appears. Now you want to select the file in which your source
data is stored and it will be linked to the table layout that was just created. In this case
“payroll.cob” is related to COBOL copybook definition file and “Payroll” is related to
source data.
2. Select the “payroll file” to link with your COBOL copybook definition file i.e.
“Payroll.cob”.
3. Click on the “open” button.
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Annotate
1. A view will open up showing you the records from the table with the table name
“Payroll_Cobol_Data”.
2. Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “ACL_Data_Import.ACL”.
a. Under the name of the Project the user has a table name
“Payroll_COBOL_Data”.
b. Under the name of the Project a “Log File” with the name “ACL_Data_Imports”.
3. Status bar shows the following detail such as:
a. Name of the table: “Payroll_COBOL_Data”
b. Number of Records: “44 Records”.
4. “Payroll_COBOL_Data” with the identified “fields” is shown in the “Welcome Screen”.
5. Now place your table “Payroll_COBOL_Data” in an organized way in the shape of folder
in which all related work of the above mentioned table is stored. The method to make a
“Folder” is as below:
FileNewFolder”Import_COBOL_Format”.
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IMPORT AND COPY
Import and copy has further sub-divided into two
methods:
Method 1
Import and Copy, Automatic Layout

Method 2
Import and copy, Manual Layout
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Import and copy, Automatic
Layout
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Introduction: Import and Copy: Automatic
Layout
The information needed to build the table layout for the ACL data file is provided automatically
with the data. Data Source in this category include Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel, XML data
accessed through ADO, SAP Files, and any ODBC compliant data source, such as Oracle, SQL
Server and DB2.

To access data by this method:
You locate the data source when ACL prompts you.
ACL copies the data to a flat ACL data file.
ACL create a table automatically. The table reads the data in the copied file.
Data imported through ODBC can be refreshed from the source at any time.
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XML file Format
XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language, a universal file format for storing and exchanging
structured data. Like HTML, XML uses tags to define (or “markup”) the purpose of each piece of
information in a file.

History of XML
XML is an application profile of SGML (ISO 8879). The versatility of SGML for dynamic
information display was understood by early digital media publishers in the late 1980s prior to
the rise of the Internet. By the mid 1990s some practitioners of SGML had gained experience
with the then-new World Wide Web (www), and believed that SGML offered solutions to some
of the problems the Web was likely to face as it grew. Dan Connolly added SGML to the list of
WEC’s activities when he joined the staff in 1995; work began in mid 1996 when Sun
Microsystems engineer Jon Bosak developed a charter and recruited collaborators. Bosak was
well connected in the small community of people who had experience both in SGML and the
Web.
XML was compiled by a working group of eleven members, supported by an (approximately)
150-member Interest Group. Technical debate took place on the Interest Group mailing list and
issues were resolved by consensus or, when that failed, majority vote of the Working Group. A
record of design decisions and their rationales was compiled by Michael Sperberg-McQueen on
December 4, 1997. James Clark served as Technical Lead of the Working Group, notably
contributing the empty-element “<empty/>” syntax and the name “XML”. Other names that
had been put forward for consideration included “MAGMA” (Minimal Architecture for
Generalized Markup Application), “SLIM” (Structured Language for Internet Markup) and
“MGML” (Minimal Generalized Markup Language). The co-editors of the specification were
originally Tim Bray and Michael Sperberg-McQueen. Halfway through the project Bray accepted
a consulting engagement with Netscape, provoking vociferous protests from Microsoft. Bray
was temporarily asked to resign the editorship. This led to intense dispute in the Working
Group, eventually solved by the appointment of Microsoft’s Jean Paoli as a third co-editor.

The Difference between XML and HTML
XML is not a replacement for HTML.XML and HTML were designed with different goals:
XML was designed to transport and store data, with focus on what data is
HTML was designed to display data, with focus on how data looks
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How to import XML Files into ACL?

Annotate
1. When you already made a Project and you want to import different kinds of table in it
then open ACL Desktop edition from your shortcut desktop icon. Then in “Recent
Project” open the Project which name is “ACL_Data_Imports”.
2. For the guidance of the auditors/users, if you want to upload different tables according
to your requirement then make only one ACL Project “ACL_Data_Imports.ACL”.
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Annotate
1. The steps for creating XML table into ACL from the menu bar is as follows:
FileNew Table
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Annotate
1. When you select the path: FileNew Table, the “Data Definition Wizard”, as shown
above, is appeared.
2. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The screen appears “Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”.
Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
a. Disk
b. ODBC – Open Database Connectivity
c. External Definition – used for mainframe computers or legacy systems
The user has to specify the data source. Generally the data source is “Disk” especially
when we are defining the data in “XML File”.
Select “Disk” radio button.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box “Select File to Define” is opened.

2. Select the file name “payroll_bannu_07_08.xml” in the defined path i.e.
“C:\yousuf_data\XML\payroll_bannu_07_08.xml”.
3. Click on “Open” to continue.
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Annotate
1. The next screen in Data Definition Wizard appears in which the user identifies the “File
Format”. We have saved our data from XML file and therefore we select “.XML data
format”.
2. ACL Data Definition Wizard automatically identifies the format and selects the radio
button of “XML file”. However, before continuing to the next screen you need to make
sure that you have selected the right format otherwise the setup will not continue.
3. Click on “Next” to continue the next screen.
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Annotate
1. An XML dialog box appears with the instructions such as “ACL is examining the content
of the XML document. This may take some time, depending on the size of the
document”.
2. It will take few seconds, if the size of your file is large and then processed the XML file
data.
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Annotate
1.

A “Data Definition Wizard- XML Import” dialog box has appeared which show the
following instructions.
i. Select XML Data Structures
ii. XML Data Structures
iii. Record in Structure
iv. Sample Structure
v. Preview
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Annotate
1. Click on and drag the Record which was lay in XML Data Structures (Right) into Preview
Screen (Left).
2. An XML Dialog box appears with the following instructions:
“ACL is retrieving data for your import preview. This may take a sometime, depending
on the size of the document. You may cancel this, but the resulting preview
information will not accurately represent your final report.”
3. It will take few seconds if the size of your file is large and then processed the XML file
data.
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Annotate
1. When “XML” Dialog box of the previous screenshots processes, it will show the
following information in your Data Definition Wizard- XML Import such as
i. Select XML Data Structures
ii. Records
iii. Records in Structures: “37095”
iv. Sample
in
Structures:
List
all
fields
appear
in
“Payroll_bannu_07_08.XML” file and also show the first record of each
field too.
v. Preview: Preview will show the data appears in your table view of ACL.
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Annotate
1. Highlight an XML element to add to the ACL table. Click on “Add to Column” or drag the
element to an existing column. To place the element in a new column, Click on “Create
Column”. Once you highlight an element, the Total Elements with Data boxes show how
many times the element occurs and how many of the elements contain data.
2. If you Click on “age” in XML element then it will display following information such as
a. Total Elements: “37095”
b. With Data:
“37095 (No blanks in the data)”
c. Sample Element: “33” (First 4 sample record of Age display in Sample Elements)
3. But if you Click on “Birth_Date” in XML element then it will display following
information such as
a. Total Elements: “37095”
b. With Data:
“37072 ( 23 records of birth_date fields are blanks)”
c. Sample Elements: “First 4 records of birth_date”
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Annotate
1. Now the XML dialog box is processing or examining the XML document to determine
how to import the columns. This will take few seconds to process the data and identified
the field properties.
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Annotate
1. The “Data Definition Wizard- XML Import” shows the Preview Data with the
instructions “The Wizard has identified the field properties. Use this screen to modify
the Wizard’s recommendations. Click on the column heading to select a field”.
2. Here you can change the Type of your data field. If you think you have the “birth_date”
and it will enter as Numeric Type. Then you can change numeric Type to Date Type and
also set the date format too.
3. Here we don’t want to change anything so we click on “Next”.
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Annotate
1.

2.

“Save Data File as” dialog box appears. Enter the following information in it.
a.
File Name:
“Payroll_xml_format”
b.
Save as Type: “Data Files (*.FIL)”
Click on “Save” button.
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Annotate
1.

XML Dialog box appears which will process to import the data from XML document and
it will take a few seconds to process the file.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box “Data Definition Wizard: Final” is opened.
2. This screen shows the “value” and “definition” on the screen.
3. The “Data Definition Wizard: Final” dialog box shows the table layout, data source file,
Character set, Record Length, Skip Length and Number of Fields.
4. Click on “Finish”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

The dialog box “Table Untitled Changed, save as:” is opened.
The user has the option to “save” the table with a different name but if doesn’t want to
change the name of the “table” then press “OK”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Now the “payroll_xml_format” has imported into ACL.
Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “ACL_Data_Import.ACL”.
i.
Under the name of the Project the user has a table name
“payroll_xml_format”.
ii.
Under the name of the Project a “Log File” with the name
“ACL_Data_Imports”.
Status bar shows the following details such as:
i.
Name of the table: “payroll_xml_format”
ii.
Number of Records: “37,095 Records”.
“payroll_xml_format” with the identified “fields” is shown in the “Welcome Screen”.
Now place your table “payroll_xml_format” in an organized way in the shape of folder
in which all related work of the above mentioned table is stored. The method to make a
“Folder” is as below:
FileNewFolder”Import_XML_format.
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Oracle File Format by using ODBC
An Oracle database consists of a collection of data managed by an Oracle database
management system. Popular generic usage also uses the term to refer to the Oracle DBMS
management software, but not necessarily to a specific database under its control.
One can refer to the Oracle database management system unambiguously as Oracle DBMS or,
(since it manages databases which have relational characteristics) as Oracle RDBMS.
Oracle Corporation produces and markets the Oracle DBMS, which many database applications
use extensively on many popular computing platforms.

ODBC
ODBC is acronym of Open DataBase Connectivity, a standard database access method
developed by the SQL Access group in 1992. The goal of ODBC is to make it possible to access
any data from any application, regardless of which DataBase Management System (DBMS) is
handling the data. ODBC manages this by inserting a middle layer, called a database driver
between an application and the DBMS. The purpose of this layer is to translate the application’s
data queries into commands that the DBMS understands. For this to work, both the application
and the DBMS must be ODBC-compliant—that is, the application must be capable of issuing
ODBC commands and the DBMS must be capable of responding to them. Since version 2.0, the
standard support SAQ SQL.

ACL & ODBC
ACL automatically defines some files that have an internal data definition included with the file.
These types of files include dBASE files and ODBC-compliant database files (Open Database
Connectivity). ODBC-compliant files require minimum setup time to define a table. The
procedures to define a table for an ODBC-compliant database are similar to what we have
already learned about defining tables previously in this module. For ODBC-compliant databases,
however, after the table and fields are selected, ACL will automatically download the database
table and create a table.
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How to Import Oracle file format into ACL?
The entity provide the oracle data in dump “*.dmp file”. “*.dmp” is the file that contain all of
the tables owned by a user to a single file. How to import the *.dmp file into the ACL, follow the
following steps described below:

Annotate
1.
2.
3.

For importing the “drra.dmp file” into Oracle database is done by command prompt
To open command prompt, press “ + R” keys (Window icon+ R)” from keyboard, the
“run command” dialog box opened
Write “cmd” to enter into DOS Prompt and press “OK” button.
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Annotate
1.
2.

The command prompt with “user name” is appeared as shown in figure.
There are two methods of importing “drra.dmp file” into the oracle database
i.
Method 1 to Import file step by step
ii.
Method 2 to Import file by single statement
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Method 1: Import file by step by step method

Annotate
1.
2.

“Imp” is utility present in “$ORACLE_HOME/bin directory” and are installed when
oracle is installed. Its purpose is to move logical objects into the database.
At command prompt write “imp” after c:\users\khurram khan\ and then press enter
key. The path is as follows:
C:\users\khurram khan\ imp  press Enter Key
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

The above screen appeared prompting username; here enter the database
administrator “username” and “password”.
Enter username “Khurram” who is Database administrator of Oracle database  press
Enter key
Then enter password ***  press Enter key from keyboard
When the oracle database accepts the username and password oracle connected a
message appeared on the screen.
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Annotate
1.
2.

The screen appeared prompting the import file to be imported “drra.dmp (*.dmp) file”
into the Oracle database.
Write the Oracle *.dmp file name with its full path as shown below:
C:\drra.dmp  press Enter key
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Annotate

1.

The line “Enter insert buffer size…” take the “buffer size”, you may enter the “specific
size” or “default size” and then press “enter key” from the keyboard.
i.
ii.

Enter insert buffer size …  30000  press Enter key to accept
Enter insert buffer size …  press Enter to accept default
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Annotate
1. The line “List contents of import file only (yes/no) “, specify to import only contents of import
file. The default value is “no”
i. “List contents of import file only (yes/no) “  press Enter to accept “No”
ii. “List contents of import file only (yes/no) “  no  press Enter to accept value
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Annotate
1.
The command line “Ignore create error due to object existence (yes/no)” specify to
check the existence of object. If you specify “yes” it create error if the object that imported is
already exist and if you give “no” value it create the object weather object exist or not, if object
exist it replace the previous object. The default value is “no”.
a. “Ignore create error due to object existence (yes/no)” press enter to accept no value
b. “Ignore create error due to object existence (yes/no)”  no press enter to accept value
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Annotate
1.

The command line “Import grants (yes/no)” asks the permission to import the grants of
object. The default value is yes.
i.
“Import grants (yes/no)”  press enter to accept default value yes
ii.
“Import grants (yes/no)”  yes  press enter to accept value
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Annotate
1.

The command line “Import table data (yes/no)” asked to import table data. The default
value is yes.
i.
“Import table data (yes/no)”  press enter key to accept default value
ii.
“Import table data (yes/no)”  yes  press enter key to accept value
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Annotate

1.

Command line “Import entire export file (yes/no)” ask permission to import entire
export file. The default value is no. When you enter no value, it means want to import
part (table) of export file. When you enter yes value it means to import entire export
file.
i.
“Import entire export file (yes/no)”  yes  press enter to accept value
[Always enter yes]
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Annotate
1.

The screen show that ORACLE “drra.dmp file” is successfully imported. It shows the
name of tables with their number of rows imported.
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Method 2 Import file by single statement

Annotate:

1.

To import Oracle dump “drra.dmp” file by single statement with parameters, write the
imp command with its required parameters.
2.
“Write imp khurram/sap file=c:\drra.dmp full = y” after c:\users\khurram khan> and
then press Enter key to run statement.
“c:\users\khurram khan>  imp khurram/sap file=c:\drra.dmp full = y”  press Enter
“c:\users\khurram khan>  Default path when command prompt run
imp
 Oracle reserve word used to import Oracle “drra.dmp file” into
Database
Khurram/sap  Khurram word before / is Oracle user (login name) and
sap after / is password of oracle user
File = c:\drra.dmp
 File is the oracle reserve word used to take path
of file to be imported, in this case c:\drra.dmp is the file path to
be imported
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Full = y  Full is the oracle reserve word used to accept all parameters of
imp command, in this case y shows to accept all parameters of
imp command.
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Annotate
1.

The above screen show that the file drra.dmp specified in command has successfully
imported with a message that “Import terminated successfully without warning”.
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Annotate
1.

When the above error screen displayed, it means the file contains tables is already exist
in oracle data base, To remove the above error rename the existing table in oracle
database or drop the existing tables.
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To drop the existing
following commands

tables

follow

the

Annotate
1.

The screen display shows how to open sql plus. Write Sqlplus and then press enter to
run command
Sqlplus  press enter to run command
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Annotate
1.

The screen display ask the user name and password to login to Oracle database
a.
Enter user-name: khurram  press enter to accept  user name of oracle
database
b.
Enter Password: ***  press enter to accept  password of oracle
database
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Annotate
1.

To delete the oracle table write the command “drop table drra;” and press enter to run
command. This will delete the table from database.
i.
Drop table drra;
 press enter to run command
Drop

oracle reserve word used to delete table from database
Table

oracle reserve word
Drra

drra the table name followed by reserve word table
;

Special character shows end of statement
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Annotate
1.

The screen displayed shows that the table is dropped successfully. After dropping all
table run the “imp command” to import file.
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Annotate
1.

To enter into the ACL Desktop License, please double click on the ACL 9 icon from your
PC Desktop.
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Annotate
1.

Now it’s time to open the table from Menu Bar. The steps for creating Oracle drra.dmp
File into ACL from the menu bar is as follows:
FileNew Table
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Annotate
1. When you select the path: FileNew Table, the “Data Definition Wizard”, as shown
above, is appeared.
2. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1. The screen appears “ Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”
2. Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
a. Disk
b. ODBC- Open Database Connectivity
c. External Definition- Used for Mainframe computers or Legacy System.
3. The user has to specify the data source. Select “ODBC (Open Database Connectivity)”
radio Button.
4. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.

2.

Now select the “machine data source” from the lists of Data Source Name (DSN). We
find that there is no “ORACL File” Source Name in the above mentioned list of screen
shot.
Click on “New”.
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Annotate
1.

2.

Now select the “machine data source” from the lists of Data Source Name (DSN). We
find that there is no “Oracle Data File” Source Name in the above mentioned list of
screen shot. You can create a new Data Source Name (DSN) with the name “DRRA Data”
for ODBC connectivity with the “Oracle File”.
Click on “New”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

“Create New Data Source” dialog box appears. Select a “User Data Source” creates a
data source which is specific to this machine, and visible only to you.
Click on “Next”.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.

“Create New Data Source” dialog box appears.
Now select a driver for which you want to setup a data source and in this case we have
Oracle file so we can select “Microsoft ODBC for ORACLE” from the list of data source.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1. “Create New Data Source” dialog box appear. This will create the data source which
you have just configured. The driver may prompt you for more information such as:
User Data Source
Driver: Microsoft ODBC for Oracle
2. Click on “Finish” button.
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Annotate
1.

2.

“Microsoft ODBC for Oracle Setup” dialog box appear. Write down the “Data Source
Name” and “Description” at your own choice. As an example we write Data Source
Name as “DRRA_DATA” and Description “SALES_TAX_DATA”.
Click on “OK”.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.

The dialog box “Select Data Source” is opened.
Choose the “Machine Data Source” tab bar and then select the “DRRA_DATA” from
Data Source Name because your source file is in the Oracle format i.e. “drra.dmp”.
Click on “OK” to continue.
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Annotate
1. “Microsoft ODBC for Oracle Connect” dialog box appears.
2. Enter the “User name” and “password” to connect ACL with your Oracle base
environment.
3. Click on “OK”.
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Annotate
1. “Select Table” dialog box appears.
2. Select the “user” as “khurram” because your “user name” is “khurram” which will be
connected to Oracle environment to access the database.
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Annotate
1. Now select the table name such as “DRRA” to import into ACL with the “username
Khurram” and Database Link as “All”.
2. Select “Next” to Continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

The dialog box appears “Save File as”
Enter the File Name such as “sales_tax_RRA”.
Enter the Save as type such as “Project Files (*.FIL)”.
Click on the “Save” Button.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box “Select Field” is opened.
2. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1. The dialog Box “Transferring ODBC Data” is opened which may take few seconds to
transfer the data into ACL.
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Annotate
1. A dialog box appears with the name “ Table ‘Untitled Changed save as:”
2. The user has the option to “Save” the table with a different name but if doesn’t change
the name of the “table” then press “OK”.
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Annotate
1. Now the “Sales_tax_RRA” has imported into ACL.
2. Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “ACL_Data_Import.ACL”.
i. Under the name of the Project the user has a table name
“Sales_tax_RRA”.
ii. Under the name of the Project a “Log File” with the name
“ACL_Data_Imports”.
3. Status bar shows the following details such as:
i. Name of the table: “Sales_tax_RRA”
ii. Number of Records: “5380 Records”
4. Now place your table “Sales_tax_RRA” in an organized way in the shape of folder in
which all related work of the above mentioned table is stored. The method to make a
“Folder” is as below:
FileNewFolder”Import_Oracle_File”.
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Ms- Excel file Format
Microsoft Excel is a spreadsheet application written and distributed by Microsoft for Microsoft
Windows and Mac OS X. It features calculation, graphing tools, pivot tables and a macro
programming language called Visual Basic for Applications. It has been a very widely applied
spreadsheet for these platforms, especially since version 5 in 1993. Excel forms part of
Microsoft Office. The current versions are 2010 for Windows and 2011 for Mac.
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How to import Ms- Excel Files into ACL?

Annotate
1.

The steps for creating Ms-Excel file into ACL from the menu bar is as follows:
FileNew Table
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Annotate
1.
2.

The “Data Definition Wizard” dialog box appears.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

The screen appears “Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”.
Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
a.
Disk
b.
ODBC – Open Database Connectivity
c.
External Definition – used for mainframe computers or legacy systems
The user has to specify the data source. Generally the data source is “Disk” especially
when we are defining the data in “MS Excel File”.
Select “Disk” radio button.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.

The dialog box “Select File to Define” is opened.
Select the file name “Federal_AD_0001_0500.xls”.
Click on “Open” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.

The next screen in Data Definition Wizard appears in which the user identifies the “File
Format”.
ACL Data Definition Wizard automatically identifies the format and selects the radio
button of “Excel File”. However, before continuing to the next screen you need to make
sure that you have selected the right format otherwise the setup will not continue.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.

The next screen of Data Definition Wizard shows “Data Source”.
Select the excel worksheet as shown above
a. “Fed_ad_0001_0500$” (Select the worksheet)

Note:
ACL identifies the worksheets that contain data and display all of them with “$” sign at the end
of their names.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.

The dialog box appears “Save Data File as”
Enter the File Name such as “Payroll_excel_data.”
Click on “Save” Button.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

The dialog box “Data Definition Wizard: Final” is opened
This screen shows the “value” and “definition” on the screen.
The “Data Definition Wizard: Final” dialog box shows the table layout, data source file,
character set, Record Length, Skip Length and Number of Fields.
Click on “Finish”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

The dialog box “Table Untitled Changed, Save as:” is opened.
The user has the option to “save” the table with a different name but if doesn’t change
the name of the “table” then press “OK”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Now the “payroll_excel_data” has imported into ACL.
Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “ACL_Data_Imports.ACL”
a.
Under the name of the Project the user has a table name
“payroll_excel_data”.
b.
Under the name of the Project a “Log file” with the name
“ACL_Data_Imports”
Status bar shows the following details such as:
a.
Name of the table: “Payroll_excel_data”
b.
Number of Records: “4277 Records”
“Payroll_excel_Data” with the identified “fields” is shown in the “welcome screen”.
Now place your table “Payroll_Excel_data” in an organized way in the shape of
folder in which all related work of the above mentioned table is stored. The method
to make a “Folder” is as below:
FileNewFolder”Import_excel_Format
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Ms- Access File
Microsoft Office Access, previously known as Microsoft Access, is a pseudo-relational database
management system from Microsoft that combines the relational Microsoft Jet Database
Engine with a graphical user interface and software-development tools. It is a member of the
Microsoft Office suite of applications, included in the Professional and higher editions or sold
separately. In mid-May 2010, the current version Microsoft Office Access 2010 was released by
Microsoft in Office 2010; Microsoft Access 2007 was the prior version.
Access stores data in its own format based on the Access Jet Database Engine. It can also
import or link directly to data stored in other applications and databases.
Software developers and data architects can use Microsoft Access to develop application
software, and "power users" can use it to build simple applications. Like other Office
applications, Access is supported by Visual Basic for Applications, an object-oriented
programming language that can reference a variety of objects including DAO (Data Access
Objects), ActiveX Data Objects, and many other ActiveX components. Visual objects used in
forms and reports expose their methods and properties in the VBA programming environment,
and VBA code modules may declare and call Windows operating-system functions
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How to import Ms Access File Format into
ACL?

Annotate
1.

The steps for creating Ms-Access file into ACL from the menu bar is as follows:
FileNew Table
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Annotate
1.
2.

When you select the path: FileNew Table, the “Data Definition Wizard”, as shown
above, is appeared.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.
4.

The screen appears “Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”.
Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
i. Disk
ii. ODBC – Open Database Connectivity
iii. External Definition – used for mainframe computers or legacy systems
The user has to specify the data source. Select “ODBC” radio button.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.

2.

Now select the “machine data source” from the lists of Data Source Name (DSN). We
find that there is no “Ms-Access Data” Source Name in the above mentioned list of
screen shot. You can create a new Data Source Name (DSN) with the name Ms-Access
for ODBC connectivity with the Ms-Access File.
Click on “New”.
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Annotate
3.
4.

“Create New Data Source” dialog box appears. Select a “User Data Source” creates a
data source which is specific to this machine, and visible only to you.
Click on “Next”.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create “New Data Source” dialog box appear. Select a “driver” for which you want to
set up a data source.
In this case we have an “Ms-Access file” which we want to import into ACL, so select the
driver of Ms-Access from the above mentioned list of “create new data source”.
Select “Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb, *.accdb)”.
Click on “Next”.
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Annotate
3. “Create New Data Source” dialog box appear. This will create the data source which
you have just configured. The driver may prompt you for more information such as:
User Data Source
Driver: Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb, *.accdb)
4. Click on “Finish” button.
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Annotate
1.

2.

“ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box appear. Write down the “Data Source
Name” and “Description” at your own choice. As an example we write Data Source
Name as “Ms-Access Data” and Description “Guidelines on Ms Access Data”.
Click on “OK”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.

The dialog box “Select Data Source” is opened.
Choose the “Machine Data Source” tab bar and then select the “Ms-Access Data” from
Data Source Name because your source file is in the Access format i.e.
“Data_For_Audit05_06.mdb”.
Click on “OK” to continue.
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Annotate
1.

2.

“Select Database” dialog box appear. Select the “Ms-Access format file” from your hard
drive. In this case our file resides in “c” drive at “Access” folder. The name of the file is
“Data_for_Audit_05_06.mdb”.
Click on “OK” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.

“Select Table” dialog box appear. Now you select your desired table from the list. Here
we select “DFAudit05_06”.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

The dialog box appears “Save Data File as”
Enter File name as “data_access_05_06” into your “Data_Import_ACL” folder.
Precaution should be given when you save the file as a type. Here by default it selects
the “All Files”.
Click on “Save” to continue. But it will show an error message on your screen because
the path of the save as a type is not correct. Consult the next page screen to show the
correct “save as a type”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

Here you select “Project Files (*.FIL)” instead of “All files”.
Click on “Save” button.
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Annotate
1.

2.
3.

The dialog box “Select Fields” appears. Here we have shown all fields of the table and if
you want to omit few fields than you can double click on or select the field by using right
to left arrow keys and the omit fields are shown in the “available” field column.
Please do attentions in “disk space” where “required” bytes cannot be greater than the
“available” bytes. In our case available bytes are greater than required bytes.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.

The dialog box “Transferring ODBC Data” appears. This will take few seconds to
“transfer ODBC data” into ACL.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.

The dialog box “Table ‘Untitled’ changed, save as:” appears.
We don’t want to change the name of file which is “data_access_05_06”.
Click on “OK”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Now the “data_access_05_06” has imported into ACL.
Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “ACL_Data_Import.ACL”.
a.
Under the name of the Project the user has a table name “data_access_05_06”.
b.
Under the name of the Project a “Log File” with the name “ACL_Data_Imports”.
Status bar shows the following details such as:
a.
Name of the table: “data_access_05_06”
b.
Number of Records: “579,303 Records”.
“data_access_05_06” with the identified “fields” is shown in the “Welcome Screen”.
Now place your table “data_access_05_06” in an organized way in the shape of folder in
which all related work of the above mentioned table is stored. The method to make a
“Folder” is as below:
FileNewFolder”Import_access_Format”
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IMPORT AND COPY, MANUAL
LAYOUT
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Introduction:
Layout

Import

and

Copy,

Manual

Data source in this category include delimited files and print image files. For delimited files, you
usually need to specify the name and data type of each field. For Print Image Files, you specify
which parts of the file to read as fields and the data type of each field.

To access data by this method:
You locate the data source when ACL prompts you.
You provide record layout information or confirm this information when ACL provides it.
ACL copies the data to a flat ACL data file.
ACL creates a table based on your definition. The table reads the data in the copied file.
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Delimited File Format
Many data files contain fields that do not have a fixed position in a record. Instead, each field is
separated from the others by a field separator character, such as a comma, Tab and Colon.
These files are called delimited files. Due to their widespread use, comma and tab-delimited
text files can be opened by several kinds of applications, including most spreadsheet programs,
and statistical analysis tools such as SPSS, without the user designating which delimiter has
been used. In a comma-separated values (CSV) file the data items are delimited using commas.
Column headers are sometimes included as the first line, and each subsequent line is a row of
data. The lines are separated by newlines.
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How to import Delimited File Format into
ACL?

Annotate
1.

The steps for creating Delimited Text File into ACL from the menu bar is as follows:
FileNew Table
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Annotate
1. When you select the path: FileNew Table, the “Data Definition Wizard”, as shown
above, is appeared.
2. Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The screen appears “Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”.
Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
a. Disk
b. ODBC – Open Database Connectivity
c. External Definition – used for mainframe computers or legacy systems
The user has to specify the data source. Generally the data source is “Disk” especially
when we are defining the data in “Delimited Text File”.
Select “Disk” radio button.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Annotate
1.
2.
3.

The dialog box “Select File to Define” is opened.
Select the file name “Catering_GL_2009.Txt” in the defined path i.e.
“C:\yousuf_data\Delimited_Text_Files\Catering_GL_2009.Txt”.
Click on “Open” to continue.
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Annotate

1.

2.

The “Data Definition Wizard- Character Set” dialog box appears which automatically
select the radio button of “ASCII character set”. ASCII refers to data that has been
encoded according to the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII).
It is the native character set of most minicomputers and all personal computers.
Click on “Next”.
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Annotate
1. The next screen in Data Definition Wizard appears in which the user identifies the “File
Format”. We have saved our data from Delimited Text file and therefore we select “.Txt
data format”.
2. ACL Data Definition Wizard automatically identifies the format and selects the radio
button of “Delimited text file”. However, before continuing to the next screen you need
to make sure that you have selected the right format otherwise the setup will not
continue.
3. Click on “Next” to continue the next screen.
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Annotate
1.

The “Data Definition Wizard- Delimited File Properties” dialog box appears. The dialog
box shows following information such as
Start on Line: “1” (By default)
Field Width: “2” (The character length of first field)
Use first row as a field names. (Select the check box)
Treat consecutive qualifier as one. (Select the check box)
Field Separator: (One radio button option can be selected of the following four field
separator. In our case ACL Data Definition Wizard Select Tab radio button.)
Comma
Tab
Semicolon
Other
Text Qualifiers: (One radio button option can be selected of the following four Text
Qualifiers. In our case ACL Data Definition Wizard Select None radio button.
Double Quotes
Single Quotes
None
Other
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Annotate
1.
As mentioned earlier in the above screen, the ACL Definition Wizard selects none by
default. But the Euro amount shows double quotes so to remove double quotes around the
“Euro_Amount”, choose the “Double Quote” radio button as text qualifiers.
TEXT_QUALIFIER - Specifies the character or character string that you use as a text qualifier. If
the file uses a quotation mark as a text qualifier, the character string and the text qualifier
quotation marks must differ from each other. For example, if the file contains single-quotationmark text qualifiers, you must enclose the character string in double quotation marks.
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Annotate
1. “Save Data File as” dialog box appears. Enter the following information in it.
a. File Name:
“catering_GL”
b. Save as Type: “Data Files (*.FIL)”
2. Click on “Save” button.
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Annotate
1.
The “Data Definition Wizard- Edit Field Properties” dialog box appears. The dialog box
shows following information such as
a. Ignore this field
b. Name of the field
c. Column Title
d. Type
e. Value
f. Format
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Annotate
1.

2.

The Data Definition Wizard- Final dialog box appears which shows the structure of your
table layout by showing the following information such as
a.
Table Data Source File
b. Character Set
c.
Record Length
d. Skip Length
e. Number of Fields
f.
Data Types
Click on “Finish”.
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Annotate
1. The dialog box “Table Untitled Changed, save as:” is opened.
2. The user has the option to “save” the table with a different name but if doesn’t change
the name of the “table” then press “OK”.
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Annotate
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Now the “catering_GL” has imported into ACL.
Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “ACL_Data_Import.ACL”.
i.
Under the name of the Project the user has a table name “catering_GL”.
ii.
Under the name of the Project a “Log File” with the name
“ACL_Data_Imports”.
Status bar shows the following details such as:
i.
Name of the table: “catering_GL”
ii.
Number of Records: “14,857 Records”
“Catering_GL” with the identified “fields” is shown in the “Welcome Screen”.
Now place your table “catering_GL” in an organized way in the shape of folder in which
all related work of the above mentioned table is stored. The method to make a “Folder”
is as below:
FileNewFolderImport_Delimited_file
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